
PostBase® ONE



USPS® IMI Approved Postage Meter
The PostBase® ONE is a fully digital, Intelligent Mail Indicia (IMI)-compliant postage 
meter designed to fully meet all USPS® standards and requirements. Equiped with 
a full set of USPS® postal rates and automatic downloads to ensure you always have 
accurate postal rates without any hassle. 

 

Vertical Feeding
The unique vertical feeding design 
offers the largest thickness capacity 
in it’s class, and provides less wear-

and-tear on the equipment. 

Automatic Feeder
Once your mail is loaded, 

PostBase® ONE will 
automatically start feeding 

envelopes for postage.

Power Pump Moistener
Get perfect control over the seal of 
your envelopes. The Power Pump 
Moistener lets you adjust the flow 
of liquid to assure the best seal.

PostBase® ONE
Large enough to handle any mail piece that comes your way
The PostBase® ONE’s Vertical feeding and modular design makes this the most unique postage meter in it’s class. 
It’s robust features and proficient work flow create the perfect combination for high-volume, complex mail runs. 
The automatic feeder coupled with the dynamic scale and vertical feed feature make pre-sorting mail a thing of 
the past. Simply load your mail and stand by as the PostBase ONE allocates the appropriate postage based on the 
size and weight of each mail piece. The innovative design guarantees your important documents maintain their 
confidentiality from start to finish. With PostBase ONE, you can have the control you need without compromising 
your time or resources.
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FP Parcel Shipping 
Ship. Track. Save.
Paired with the PostBase® ONE, FP Parcel Shipping is the perfect companion to 
send packages. FP Parcel Shipping comes equipped with the USPS® shipping 
rates with the option to add multi-carrier shipping, giving you the power to 
select the best rate for the day you want your package to arrive.

Saving time and money while sending packages has never been simpler. This 
online shipping application allows you to easily compare rates and print shipping 
labels with the tracking barcodes for the carrier and service selected. 

FP Parcel Shipping also offers:
• Discounted Commercial Plus® Pricing
• Free insurance on Priority Mail® and Priority Mail Express® (up to $100 value) 
• CASS address correction and validation 
• Package tracking dashboard with email notifications
• Add-on multi-carrier rate shopping option

Prints IMpb compliant 
tracking labels on letter 
size paper or 4” x 6” 
thermal shipping labels

Label Printer
(optional)

External Scale
(optional)

Add-on Products
Get the most out of your Postbase® ONE

Extended Feed Deck 
Expand your processing capabilities with an extended feed deck to load up to 280 
envelopes on the feed tray. 

Adjustable Touchscreen
Fast, simple and easy to operate 

using smartphone technology 
and an icon driven menu that 

everyone is familiar with.

Power Pressure Sealer
This feature ensures all of your 

envelopes are sealed and secure 
by pressing the envelope tightly 

closed before stacking.

SealCheck Sensor
Exclusive to FP’s PostBase® line, 

SealCheck envelope sealers ensure 
security by validating that each 

envelope passes through the sealer.  

 

Dynamic Scale
The dynamic scale can automatically weigh up to 100 letters per minute while 
analyzing the weight and shape of the mail piece to calculate the correct amount of 
postage every time. The Dynamic Scale combined with the Vertical Feeder, makes the 
PostBase® ONE capable of true mixed-mail processing from start to finish.



PostBase® ONE
Features

Large format Vertical Feeder
Automatic envelope feeder
Differential weighing scale
Adjustable flow sealing
Dynamic weighing up to 100 letters per minute
Adjustable 4.3” touchscreen
Rates up to 15 lbs. with integrated scale
Prints up to 150 letters per minute
Up to 250 Cost Accounts
Up to 20 quick select rate shortcuts 
Rate Wizard for selecting USPS® Postal Products
Full selection of USPS® rates and extra services
Automatic postal rate downloads
Integrated Label Dispenser
PIN code access protection
Envelope graphics (via RemoteOne™) - 30 custom
Envelope text message (via RemoteOne™) - 12 custom
High speed internet connection (LAN)
Easy ink replacement
ReportOne™ (Account management postal software)
FP Parcel Shipping online application - USPS®

Connected to MyFP Customer Portal

FP offers an easy way to get an overview of your mailing 
system, access your invoices and orders, and purchase 
postage and supplies all from a single online platform. 
Plus, find product specific support and access to FP digital 
products and services.

Specifications

Dimensions 97.7”L x 17.4”D x 13.4”H

Expandable catch tray length 11.9” to 16.3”

System weight 126 lbs.

Maximum letter thickness 0.80“

Envelope sizes 3.5” x 5” to 10” x 14”

Ink cartridge capacity (up to) 133,000 imprints
Noise <67 dB(A)
Display 4.3” color touchscreen

Certifications

CE, GS, CSA, Nemko, UL Listed
USPS® IMI Approved Postage Solution
Energy Star 3.0

Connectivity

LAN or optional Wi-Fi adapter

Options

Wi-Fi adapter
Cost Account printing
Differential Weighing
Extended Feed Deck
Bulk Ink Tank
Mailroom Furniture
FP Parcel Shipping - multi carrier option
FP Parcel Shipping 10 or 70 lb. capacity USB scale
4” x 6” shipping label printer
MailOne™ (Mail management & parcel shipping software)

Learn more at: https://www.fp-usa.com/postbase-one
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